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Abstract: The Shockley-Queisser efficiency limit of 40% for single-junction photovoltaic cells is 
primarily caused by heat dissipation during energetic-photon absorption. Solar-thermo-photovoltaics attempt 
to harvest this heat loss, but their practical realization is challenging due to the high operating temperatures 
involved (i.e., above 2000 K). Conversely, we recently demonstrated how thermally enhanced 
photoluminescence (TEPL) is an efficient optical heat pump operating in comparably low temperatures.  

The physical mechanism involves is as follows: In contrast to thermal emission, when temperature rises the 
photon-rate in photoluminescence is conserved while the spectrum is blue- shifted. This allows harvesting 
heat losses with minimal generation of entropy.  

In this talk I will present our theoretical and experimental study on a TEPL solar energy converter in which 
solar radiation is impinging a low bandgap photoluminescent absorber that emits TEPL toward a high 
bandgap photovoltaic cell. We show record efficiency at comparably low temperatures.  
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